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研究成果の概要（和文）：当研究ではtt*-戸田方程式の解法をいくつか開発した。偏微分方程式論を用いる解
法、可積分系理論を用いる解法、そしてリー理論を用いる解法である。主結果はA_n型tt*-戸田方程式に対して
得られ、解とその漸近データ、モノドロミー・データを完全に与えた。また、n=1の場合では更に抽象的なアプ
ローチを用いて、解のモジュライ空間を記述した。以上の結果はいずれも、ある種のケーラー多様体ないし軌道
体の量子コホモロジーに対応する特殊解が動機の一つである。この分野の研究促進のため、専門家による研究集
会およびセミナーを数多く企画した。

研究成果の概要（英文）：A series of methods for solving the tt*-Toda equations were developed during
 the course of this project. These methods used p.d.e. theory, integrable systems theory, and Lie 
theory. Our main results were achieved for the tt*-Toda equations of type A_n.  Here we give a 
complete treatment of the solutions and their asymptotic data and monodromy data. A more abstract 
approach was used in the case n=1, in order to describe the moduli space of solutions. These results
 were motivated in part by the special solutions corresponding to quantum cohomology rings of 
Kaehler manifolds. In order to promote research in this area, a number of conferences, workshops, 
and seminars by specialists were organised.

研究分野： 数物系科学, 微分幾何学

キーワード： Integrable systems　Geometry　Quantum cohomology
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１．研究開始当初の背景 

 Ideas from differential geometry and 
integrable systems (especially tools and 
ideas from infinite-dimensional Lie 
theory) have been used to study harmonic 
maps since the 1990's. This area is 
well-developed and there are many 
applications. On the other hand these 
methods are mainly local, and global 
results are few; compact target spaces 
have been well-studied, but noncompact 
target spaces are more difficult. We have 
proposed a new source of ideas and 
examples: the area surrounding quantum 
cohomology, Frobenius manifolds, and 
mirror symmetry.   
 
Quantum cohomology is deeply related to 
the theory of integrable systems. Dubrovin 
[D1] showed that the WDVV equations 
(Witten-Dijkgraaf-Verlinde-Verlinde) can 
be formulated as an isomonodromy problem. 
Cecotti and Vafa [CV] introduced the tt* 
equations (topological - antitopological 
fusion equations), and Dubrovin [D2] 
showed that these equations have a zero 
curvature formulation - indeed they are a 
special case of the equations for 
pluriharmonic maps into GL(n,R)/O(n).  
 
２．研究の目的 

As explained above, the tt* equations have 
rich significance in mathematical physics 
and  geometry. They are integrable in the 
same sense as harmonic map theory and also 
in the sense of isomonodromy theory. The 
existence of remarkable global solutions 
was conjectured by physicists, but few 
concrete examples were known. We had 
already proved existence in some cases, 
and the aim of this project was to develop 
systematic methods, focusing on the case 
of the tt*-Toda equations. 
  

３．研究の方法 

 Initially our methods were based on two 
themes, both related to the tt*-Toda 
equations of type A_n. Both themes are 
based on the fact that solutions of 
tt*-Toda equations correspond to three 
kinds of data: holomorphic data (loop 
group theory), asymptotic data (p.d.e. 
theory), and monodromy data (isomonodromy 
theory).  
 
Theme 1: extension and interpretation of 
previous results (such as [GIL1]) on the 
tt*-Toda equations 
 
Here we used a combination of methods from 

p.d.e. theory, isomonodromy theory, and 
loop group theory.  Although the tt*-Toda 
equations are nonlinear p.d.e., it is 
possible to use elementary methods 
effectively to study the solutions and 
their symptotics. In particular, the shape 
of the tt*-Toda equation is suitable for 
applying the maximum principle.  The main 
difficulty is the fact that we have system 
of equations, rather than a scalar 
equation.  This is also an obstacle to 
applying standard isomonodromy theory, 
but fortunately the tt*-Toda equations 
have many symmetries and these lead to a 
simplification of the method of computing 
the monodromy data.   
 
Theme 2: intrinsic approach via harmonic 
bundles and TERP structures. 
 
In Theme 1 we used classical methods and 
focused on explicit computations. However, 
for a deeper understanding, an intrinsic 
"matrix independent" approach is needed. 
We used such an approach, based on the 
theory of harmonic bundles and TERP 
structures, based on [H].  
TERP structures are harmonic bundles with 
extra conditions; they are solutions of a 
coordinate-free version of the tt* 
equations. They generalize the Dubrovin 
connection in quantum cohomology theory, 
and have an isomonodromic deformation 
interpretation. Initially we focused on 
the very simplest case of the tt*-Toda 
equations of type A_1, which is 
essentially the Third Painleve equation.  
Nevertheless, this case is sufficiently 
nontrivial to reveal new features. 
 
４．研究成果 
Theme 1: 
In joint work with C.-S. Lin we had 
established the existence of some globally 
smooth solutions in the case n=3, and in 
[GIL1] we extended this to all globally 
smooth solutions in the case n=3. We also 
calculated the Stokes data corresponding 
to these solutions. This computation of 
monodromy data is the "direct monodromy 
problem".   
 
In [GIL2] we studied the "inverse 
monodromy problem" for the tt*-Toda 
equations. This amounted to a direct 
attack on the Riemann-Hilbert problem, 
which we have attacked indirectly by p.d.e. 
methods in [GIL1].  In some ways we found 
that the Riemann-Hilbert approach is 
stronger than the p.d.e. approach, e.g. it 



gives more explicit asymptotic formulae 
for solutions, and it gives information on 
solutions which are assumed to be smooth 
only near infinity.  In other ways the 
Riemann-Hilbert approach is weaker,  as 
it applies only to a subset of the globally 
smooth solutions.  
 
In [GIL3] we used the loop group Iwasawa 
factorization method (DPW method) to study 
a larger set of solutions, namely the 
solutions which are smooth near 
zero.  This method makes use of the 
holomorphic data, which is closer (than 
the asymptotic or monodromy data) to the 
geometry and physics of the solutions. 
There are two cases:  (i) generic 
holomorphic data, (ii) non-generic 
holomorphic data.  In the initial part of 
the project we completed quite quickly the 
calculations for (i).  The calculations 
for (ii) presented unexpected 
difficulties, which took longer to 
overcome.  However, as a result, we now 
have a very complete description of the 
holomorphic data, asymptotic data, and 
monodromy data when n=3. Our methods 
appear to be sufficient to deal with 
general n as well; this is a future task.   
 
We were able to generalize some of these 
results to the  tt*-Toda equations of type 
A_n for general n in [GH1], and further to 
the case of any Lie algebra type in [GH2]. 
The fundamental new ingredient here was 
the Lie-theoretic treatment of Stokes data 
developed by P. Boalch in [B].  This made 
possible a more systematic description of 
the monodromy data and a simplification of 
the calculations. An unexpected 
development arising from these 
calculations was a new link with some 
classical results on Lie theory by B. 
Kostant and R. Steinberg. These were also 
published in [GH2]. 
 
Theme 2: 
 
The lengthy article [GH] was published 
towards the end of the project 
period.  This contains a  more intrinsic 
(coordinate-free) approach to the 
tt*-Toda equations in the case A_1. 
Although it is based in part on explicit 
calculations similar to those in Theme 1, 
it uses a different language, which 
permits new applications.  The main new 
tool is the construction of a (canonical) 
moduli space of bundles with meromorphic 
connections, and (non-canonical) 

identifications with the space of 
asymptotic data, and with the space of 
monodromy data. The main new result  is a 
complete description of the zeros and 
poles of (not necessarily globally smooth) 
solutions of the tt*-Toda equations in 
this case.  In particular we showed that 
there are exactly 14 types of behaviour.  
 
The budget for this project was used mainly 
for travel expenses of researchers related 
to the project, including partial support 
for several conferences, workshops, and 
invited lectures. The main events were as 
follows: 
 
Conference on "Differential Geometry and 
Differential Equations: the influence of 
Mirror Symmetry and Physics", December 
2017, Waseda University (speakers 
included: P. Boalch, S. Heller, K. Iwaki, 
C.-S. Lin, I. McIntosh, R. Miyaoka, H. 
Nagoya) 
 
"1st Japan-Taiwan Conference on 
Differential Geometry", December 2016, 
Waseda University  
 
"String Theory Meeting in the Greater 
Tokyo Area", November 2016, Waseda and 
Tokyo Metropolitan University, (speakers 
included: R. Bielawski, T. Eguchi, S. 
Hellerman, M. Jimbo, O. Lisovyy) 
 
Workshop on "Flat connections, Higgs 
bundles and Painleve equations", May 2016, 
National Taiwan University (speakers 
included: P. Boalch, C. Hertling, A. Its, 
Y.-P. Lee, T. Mochizuki, C. Sabbah, M.-H. 
Saito) 
 
Workshop on "Painleve equations and 
related topics", May 2015, National Taiwan 
University (speakers included: H. Chiba, 
T. Mano, H. Nagoya, Y. Ohyama, M.-H. Saito) 
 
Joint International Workshop on 
"Integrable Systems and Mathematical 
Physics", March 2014, National Taiwan 
University (speakers included: E. Basor, 
O. Costin, B. Dubrovin, O. Lisovyy, M. 
Noumi, M. Okado, M.-H. Saito) 
 
The following smaller events were also 
organised, all at Waseda University: 
 
Lectures on Quasi-Hamiltonian Geometry by 
Prof. Eckhard Meinrenken (University of 
Toronto), 23-24 June 2017 
 



Germany-Japan One-Day Workshop on 
Geometry and Topology, 22 May 2017 
 
Workshop on integrable and nonintegrable 
lattice models: theory and computation, 
15-16 July 2016 
 
Workshop on Geometry and Nonlinear PDE, 13 
January 2015 
 
Moduli spaces of flat connections on 
surfaces and related topics, 15-16 
November 2014 
 
Symplectic geometry of moduli spaces of 
connections, 14 February 2014 
 
Isomonodromic deformations and related 
topics, 22-23 November 2013 
 
Workshop on integrable systems, modular 
forms, and related applications, 31 May 
2013 and 7 June 2013 
 
A series of study meetings "Koriyama 
Geometry and Physics Days" was held at 
Nihon University (Koriyama, Fukushima) as 
follows: "Noncommutative geometry and 
related topics" (February 2018), 
"Geometric quantization and related 
topics" (February 2017), "Painleve 
equations, integrable systems and moduli 
spaces" (February 2016), "String topology, 
orbifolds, and related topics" (October 
2014) 
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